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German textbook publisher Cornelsen Schulverlage selects WoodWing Elvis DAM
for efficient, highly integrated digital asset management
The German textbook publisher Cornelsen Schulverlage, based in Berlin, offers a very comprehensive publishing program.
For the safe and efficient management of its very large stock of five million assets – primarily images and PDFs – the
publisher selected WoodWing's digital asset management solution Elvis DAM. Unlike other DAM systems, Elvis DAM is not
based on a database, but rather uses a powerful search engine ensuring maximum performance even for very large data
sets. The user-friendly system can also be easily scaled up to meet increasing demands. Highly integrated with a range of
specialized solutions at Cornelsen, Elvis DAM acts as a "production cockpit" in a VMWare environment, ensuring high
availability. The sophisticated implementation was completed in just three months.
Zaandam, The Netherlands (December 12, 2013) – Cornelsen Schulverlage’s publishing portfolio includes 17,000 titles from early
childhood to adult education. The offer covers all subjects, types of schools and German states and ranges from textbooks via selftaught materials, reference books and technical literature, to digital learning environments.
Five million assets now, 10 million by mid-2014
Educational books and other media are inherently image-intensive publications. The library of Cornelsen Schulverlage is
correspondingly large – the publisher currently manages more than five million assets, a volume of 15 terabytes. And that number is
rapidly growing – by the middle of next year, the number of images will pass the 10 million mark. Unlike other DAM systems, Elvis
DAM does not use a database – the system is based on the search engine Lucene, which is also used by Wikipedia and other wellknown platforms. This approach ensures the highest performance even at extremely large file stocks.
Elvis DAM leverages common search concepts such as searching in a folder structure, or based on Google-like search phrases –
an important prerequisite for the high usability of the system. Files can easily be imported via drag-and-drop. For the secure
management of large file stocks, Elvis DAM supports more than 400 metadata fields and also allows the definition of individual
fields, categories and groups.
“Due to our continuously and rapidly growing file stocks, we were looking for a DAM system not only offering the highest
performance today, but one that would be able to grow with our increasing demands,” said Katrin Tischer, Head of Processes,
Services and Implementation at Cornelsen. “In addition, it should be very easy to use. As a further requirement, the system had to
be integrated seamlessly into our existing environment. In all these aspects, Elvis DAM met our expectations.”
With the Elvis API, WoodWing offers a comprehensive, open programming interface – external applications using this API can
interact with Elvis DAM.
Highly integrated Elvis DAM acts as a production cockpit
The planning of the system and its implementation were carried out by WoodWing´s partner 3f8h.net / electronic publishing, based
in Freiburg, Germany, in close cooperation with the publisher´s internal IT department. “At Cornelsen Schulverlage, Elvis DAM acts
as a kind of production cockpit and is, via an individual plug-in, integrated with the production environment PU-Buch developed by
Cornelsen,” said Sebastian Nafroth, founder of 3f8h.net. “With this, the additional integration of Elvis DAM with Enfocus Switch for
process automation and with tools provided by us many external services have been implemented. In addition to Adobe InDesign
Server, Axaio MadeToPrint and pdfToolbox by callas, other new configurations for Switch called 'ElvisDAM+' developed by 3f8h.net
were also utilized”. According to Nafroth, this environment allows for a high degree of interaction between the applications as well
as the extensive automation of standard tasks.
High availability in VMWare environment
The complete Elvis DAM implementation is provided in a highly available VMWare environment. Thus, the DAM system is available
even in the event of hardware failure. In addition, the DAM system is embedded into the centralized backup strategy.
“We are pleased that Cornelsen Schulverlage, one of the most famous publishers in the education sector, selected Elvis DAM as its
digital asset management system,” said Roel-Jan Mouw, CEO of WoodWing Software. “At Cornelsen, Elvis DAM not only exploits
its abilities to manage very large data sets and to optimize workflows, but also its high flexibility in terms of integration – the very
comprehensive implementation was completed in just three months.”
About Cornelsen
Since its founding in 1946, Cornelsen as the leading publisher of media for schools and teaching assumes high responsibility for
education. With its products, the publisher contributes actively to improve the quality of education. The publishing program includes
17,000 titles from early childhood to adult education. The list covers all subjects, types of schools and German states and ranges
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from textbooks via self-learning materials, reference books and technical literature to digital learning environments. Cornelsen
Schulverlage bundles successful educational publishers in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and the Czech Republic. They are part of
the Franz Cornelsen Education Group, with 2,000 employees and revenues of 350 million Euros. More information can be found at
www.cornelsen.de.
About 3f8h.net / electronic publishing
Founded in 1999 by Sebastian Nafroth, 3f8h.net / electronic publishing is a specialist for the implementation of complex publishing
environments. The name "3F8h" is the hexadecimal address of the COM1 interface in computers, enabling effective communication
between human beings and computers and from computers to computers. 3f8h.net picks up where a direct technical assistance is
needed in production environments in the publishing industry, helping companies in the planning, selection and implementation of
software and hardware solutions best suited for their specific requirements. 3f8h.net leverages its own lab, enabling the simulation
of almost all working environments of customers. The 3f8h.net network relies on manufacturers of software and hardware of the
graphic arts industry as well as certified trainers and experts. 3f8h.net works for well-known customers including DERTOUR,
Deutscher Sparkassenverlag, Edeka, Klett Verlag, Ogilvy, Würth AG, and Young & Rubicam. More information can be found at
www.3f8h.net.
About WoodWing Software
WoodWing Software develops and markets a premier, cost-efficient multi-channel publishing system, Enterprise, and the next
generation digital asset management system, Elvis DAM. WoodWing’s solutions are aimed at magazine and newspaper publishers,
corporate publishers, agencies and marketing departments to reach their goals for quality, economy and time-to-market.
WoodWing’s publishing system Enterprise – including the editorial management application Content Station – coordinates and
streamlines the process of creating, managing and publishing static, dynamic and interactive content for all media channels – print,
Web, social, smartphones and tablets. Elvis DAM enables users to securely store and efficiently manage the increasing collection of
rich-media files.
WoodWing Software, founded in the year 2000, has its headquarters in Zaandam, The Netherlands, and has regional sales offices in
Europe, the Americas and Asia Pacific. Customers are served locally by over 90 selected partners in more than 100 countries.
WoodWing’s long-standing relationship with Adobe as a Technology Partner and its close cooperation with a large number of other
technology vendors worldwide, confirm WoodWing’s position as one of the leading suppliers of publishing software. WoodWing is a
privately owned company, with all founders actively engaged. Additional information regarding WoodWing's products and services
can be found at www.woodwing.com.
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